Abstract-Centralized radio access networks (C-RANs) have recently been proposed to cope with the unprecedented requirements of future 5G services, in terms of network capacity, latency, service availability, and network coordination. C-RANs are based on the idea of separating baseband signal processing from radio units (RUs), namely, antenna sites in the mobile network, in such a way that baseband processing can eventually be concentrated in common locations, the central units (CUs), which can be shared among several RUs. Although C-RAN brings significant CapEx/OpEx savings, it also requires transport of high-capacity and low-latency fronthaul traffic. Hence, due to the highly dynamic nature of mobile traffic, proper placement of CUs in the optical accessaggregation network should adapt to spatio-temporal traffic variation while maintaining a high degree of RAN centralization and low service blocking. In this paper, we provide an adaptive latency-aware algorithm for dynamic CU placement in optical access-aggregation networks, which targets the minimization of the number of CUs and also preforms grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment (GRWA) for mobile network traffic demands. When given the possibility to perform CU handover, i.e., to move CUs even when they are active, our algorithm, also in high load situations, provides a low number of CUs compared with fixed CU placement and keeps the blocking probability within an acceptable range.
I. INTRODUCTION
T elecommunication networks are experiencing a rapid evolution to support emerging bandwidth-intensive and/ or low-latency Internet services, such as video streaming, online gaming, augmented reality, Internet of Things, autonomous driving, etc., and to sustain the huge growth in the number of devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets, sensors, industrial machinery, etc.) connected to the network. The deployment and management of future, i.e., fifth-generation (5G), telecommunication networks are challenged by the extremely high performance required by 5G services, in terms of latency, availability, bit-rate, data loss, etc. Such challenges not only have an impact on the radio interface between eNodeBs and endusers in the mobile long-term evolution (LTE) network but also affect the deployment of the underlying radio access network (RAN), which supports traffic aggregation from eNodeBs and its transport toward the core network infrastructure.
Centralized-radio access network (C-RAN) is a promising architecture to mitigate the aforementioned issues in 5G networks. In C-RANs, the cell-site (CS) equipment is functionally separated into two elements, i.e., a remote radio head (RRH), also known as a remote unit (RU), which remains located at the antenna premises and is responsible for wireless signal transmission and reception, and a baseband unit (BBU), which performs baseband processing and which can be located remotely and centralized into common sites.
C-RAN provides significant CapEx/OpEx savings, mainly enabled by simplified antenna architecture and sharing of processing resources and housing facilities among different BBUs, and can effectively support advanced coordination techniques, such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP). However, C-RAN requires a large amount of fronthaul traffic between BBUs and RRHs, which is carried through CPRI interfaces [1] . Moreover, this traffic must be transported under low latency constraints, e.g., of the order of a few ms. Due to these high-capacity and low-latency requirements, multilayer optical networks based on OTN over wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) are being deployed for the realization of C-RANs [2] .
Considering the expected explosion of 5G traffic and massive deployment of small cells [3] , the aggressive RRH-BBU separation in the original C-RAN architecture is expected to face serious scalability issues due to fronthaul requirements. Therefore, more flexible functional separations are under study [4] , which are referred to as RAN functional splits. Such flexible solutions are envisioned as outstanding candidates to help in supporting high-bandwidth/low-latency fronthaul traffic and enable effective network reconfiguration and re-adaptation.
two-layer separation of eNBs, assuming co-location of the DU and CU, and we refer to this element as the CU (this co-location is commonly assumed in various architectures [5] ). Therefore, only fronthaul and backhaul traffic are considered in this paper. Note that, according to the adopted RAN split, various interfaces have been defined for fronthaul transport, such as the enhanced CPRI (eCPRI) [6] , described in detail in Section II.A. As a future work, we will target the study of DU/CU placement by considering the more flexible three-layer separation of eNBs.
In this paper, we focus on the development of adaptive algorithms for the dynamic placement of CUs to enhance the utilization of processing and transport resources. For example, following the spatio-temporal dynamics of 5G tidal traffic, in low-traffic conditions several virtualized CUs can be centralized at so-called CU pools located in higher layers of the metro-access network, so as to promote power savings and enhanced coordination; on the other hand, when traffic increases, CU pools can be located at lower layers, i.e., closer to antenna sites, to avoid excessive fronthaul traffic insertion. Hence, the ability to dynamically reconfigure the CU location allows network operators to achieve the desired balance between baseband resource consolidation and network capacity utilization.
We consider a multilayer OTN over WDM network as underlying transport technology, so our algorithm must perform a grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment (GRWA) in an OTN over a WDM aggregation network and explore the interaction of GRWA with CU placement to reach the objective of minimizing the average number of active pools, 1 i.e., nodes hosting CUs, while achieving a satisfactory blocking probability. Adopting a multilayer OTN over WDM transport architecture to perform fronthaul traffic grooming has an impact on the latency between CUs and RUs, 2 which plays a key role in the CU placement. In turn, location of the CUs influences the amount of fronthaul traffic inserted in the network. Therefore, latency has a direct impact on network resource utilization and CU consolidation. In our previous work [8] , we investigated dynamic CU placement for CU consolidation, 3 but the location of a CU could not be modified during operation (e.g., if it is receiving traffic from an RU). In this paper, we consider also the case in which CUs can be moved during their activity, i.e., we allow CU handover.
A. Related Work
In recent years, the idea of using optical access-aggregation architectures for C-RAN has attracted a lot of attention (see, e.g., overviews in [9] [10] [11] ). Studies of the CU placement in C-RANs can be found in [12] , where an ILP-based CU placement model is provided to minimize the number of CU pools, and in [13] , where the authors consider resilience/availability and propose a CU placement strategy to guarantee that the fronthaul latency requirement is respected for primary/ backup CUs. Both these works consider a static placement of CUs and do not consider the impact of RAN splits on the CU placement. Dynamic network resources allocation has been studied in [14] in the general context of virtual network function placement for service chaining and in [15, 16] for the specific C-RAN context. In particular, in [16] the authors consider different types of network slices, including a "radio tenant," which represent the connectivity requests between RUs and CUs and target the minimization of service blocking. However, this work does not consider the RAN splits and latency constraints in slice provisioning.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing work has evaluated the interplay between fronthaul latency and traffic grooming on the CU placement in a dynamic OTN-over-WDM access-aggregation network. Besides this, in our work, we also consider how the flexibility brought by CU handover has an impact on C-RAN resource utilization.
B. Paper Contribution
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) after providing a schematic overview of different RAN split solutions, we model the impact of fronthaul transport solutions, with particular focus on the impact of traffic grooming, on the tolerated fronthaul latency; (2) we define the dynamic CU placement/handover (DCPH) problem in OTN-over-WDM access-aggregation networks and propose an adaptive algorithm for this problem, namely, the MaxC-h algorithm, which minimizes the number of active pools while achieving low network blocking; (3) through a simulative study, we analyze the impact of (i) CU handover, (ii) traffic grooming, and (iii) traffic bifurcation on the C-RAN performance, evaluated in terms of CU consolidation, latency, and number of lightpaths.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews RANs and describes the technological/architectural solutions adopted to implement C-RAN. In Section III, we provide details on the impact of latency on C-RANs and how latency is affected by traffic grooming. In Section IV, we introduce the DCPH problem in OTN-over-WDM accessaggregation networks and describe the heuristic algorithm designed to address the problem in Section V. Illustrative numerical results are presented in Section VI, whereas Section VII draws the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND ON RADIO ACCESS NETWORKS
We focus on optical access-aggregation networks used for the backhauling of mobile traffic. As shown in Fig. 2 , RANs Fig. 1 . eNB functional separation in 5G networks. In this paper, we assume that the DU is co-located with its corresponding CU. 1 Minimizing the number of active pools is an indirect minimization target to enable reduction of network OpEx, as the energy consumed at CU pools. 2 Note that operators deploying OTN for fronthaul/midhaul transport are already working on optimizing today's OTN technology to fit with 5G service requirements, e.g., to reduce mapping latency from 10 μs to around 1 μs or less through the so-called mobile-optimized OTN [7] . include several cell sites (CSs), i.e., eNodeBs, and a set of central offices (COs) of different hierarchical levels, which are organized in "ring-and-spur" topologies and consist of access COs, main COs, and one core CO, which represents the RAN point of presence (PoP) and the interface toward the core network.
A. Mitigating C-RAN Issues: Enhanced CPRI
The first evolution of RAN is represented by C-RAN, where digital processing is performed in CU pools, which are located in common sites (e.g., access COs, main COs, or even the core COs) and shared by several RUs. Although CU centralization in C-RAN enables CapEx/OpEx savings compared with traditional distributed RAN (D-RAN), it introduces new challenges due to the high-capacity (up to tens of Gbit/s per cell site) and low-latency (i.e., below a few milliseconds 4 ) fronthaul traffic, exchanged between a CU and its corresponding RU and transported via a CPRI interface. 5 For this reason, despite the success of CPRI, many network operators have started to question its suitability, especially in view of the massive small cell deployment and traffic increase envisioned for 5G [3] . As a matter of fact, 5G small/micro/pico-cells "densification" will induce serious scalability issues in the fronthaul traffic transport, mainly due to the fact that fronthaul traffic is typically transported at a fixed line rate, which is independent of the end-users' transported traffic. Thus, alternative solutions for the RAN functional separation are now under analysis in various consortia [17, 18] and standardization bodies, e.g., the IEEE 1914 working group [4] , and they are often referred to as RAN functional splits.
One example of RAN functional split specifications is the enhanced CPRI (eCPRI) [6] , where a number of solutions have been defined, which, compared with CPRI, reduce fronthaul capacity requirements between the CUs and the RUs while still enabling limited complexity and footprint of traditional base stations and providing sharing of both processing hardware and housing facilities.
In the eCPRI specification, the base stations are identified by two basic eCPRI nodes, i.e., the eCPRI radio equipment control (eREC), which performs part of the physical layer functions and higher-layer functions of the air interface, and the eCPRI radio equipment (eRE), which includes the remaining physical layer functions and the analog radio frequency functions. Note that such two elements correspond, respectively, to the CU and RU defined in the context of C-RAN. Figure 3 shows the processing functions in a base station, as described in [6] . With reference to the figure, the following functions can be identified in a base station protocol stack, grouped according to the protocol layer, as defined in 3GPP LTE specifications [19-23]:
• The radio frequency (RF) layer is in charge of performing analog radio frequency functions, such as, e.g., frequency up/downconversion and power amplification.
• The physical (PHY) layer is responsible for preparing the bit stream for transmission by executing baseband functionalities, such as signal filtering, sampling, modulation/demodulation, etc.
• The medium access control (MAC) layer performs radio resource allocation and contention resolution in the physical medium access.
• The radio link control (RLC) layer includes data-link layer functions such as frame error detection and handling of the HARQ mechanism.
• The packet data convergence protocol (PDCP) layer performs ciphering, integrity protection, and IP header compression.
• The radio resource control (RRC) layer is used to implement coordination of radio channels among several users, handling of users' mobility; exploiting information on radio channel quality, retrieved from end-users' measurement, advanced coordination, such as those provided by CoMP, enhanced interchannel interference coordination (eICIC), etc., can be accomplished at the RRC layer. Figure 3 also shows different solutions proposed as eCPRI splits, although other splits, especially at the PHY layer, are also possible. For each split, functions at the right of the split are performed at the RU, i.e., at the cell site, whereas functions on the left side are centralized in CU pools, typically located at a CO within the aggregation network. With reference to the figure, traditional C-RAN fronthauling (i.e., CPRI) corresponds to split E. The choice of the Note that, due to the latency needed to perform traffic processing, even lower latency might be required for signal propagation, resulting in propagation delay of a few hundreds of microseconds [12] , i.e., corresponding to a CU-RU distance of the order of tens of kilometers. eCPRI split is determined by a trade-off between function centralization and capacity/latency requirements, which become more stringent (i.e., with higher traffic and lower latency) moving from split A to split E [6] . Note that, according to the considered split, fronthaul traffic can be either proportional to the backhaul traffic (i.e., it is scaled via a factor F > 1) or be independent from users' activity, e.g., as for CPRI fronthauling, which basically represents the digitized radio-over-fiber signal.
B. Transported Traffic Types in C-RANs
According to the RAN split chosen and to the placement of CUs within the C-RAN, the following two types of traffic can be distinguished:
• Backhaul: It is natively packet-based with some degree of tolerance on delay. In the case of distributed RAN, it is exchanged between RU/CU at cell sites and the core CO. On the other hand, when C-RAN is adopted, regardless, this traffic is exchanged between the CU pools and the core CO. Note that, in principle, CU pools can also be located at the core CO, in which case no backhaul traffic is present in the access/aggregation network.
• Fronthaul: This traffic arises whenever an RAN split is adopted and is exchanged between the RU at the cell site and the corresponding CU, located at one CO in the RAN.
In comparison with backhaul, fronthaul traffic has more stringent requirements in terms of both capacity and latency. Moreover, according to the selected RAN split, i.e., the eCPRI interface as in Fig. 3 , it can be either packetbased or circuit-based; hence, it can be proportional to or independent from the actual amount of user traffic (i.e., the backhaul), respectively.
III. MODELING OF FRONTHAUL TRANSPORT LATENCY AND IMPACT OF TRAFFIC GROOMING
Due to the high capacity required by fronthaul traffic, traffic grooming can be beneficial, i.e., different fronthaul flows originating from various RUs at the cell sites can be aggregated into one (or a few) lightpaths and transported toward their CUs. This can be convenient, especially if the aggregated fronthaul flows are destined toward the same CU pool. However, fronthaul traffic grooming is performed at the cost of introducing additional latency due to the switching of multiple traffic flows in the grooming node and inserting them into a single lightpath at the output of the node.
Therefore, a trade-off between capacity utilization and allowed fronthaul latency arises when performing traffic grooming and routing in C-RANs, which, in turn, has an impact on the overall network blocking probability and CU consolidation.
In this paper, to evaluate the impact of traffic grooming on fronthaul latency and, in turn, on CU centralization, we consider two different solutions for the fronthaul traffic transport [12] , i.e., (1) OTN, where fronthaul flows between any RU and its corresponding CU can be groomed with other traffic into shared lightpaths, 6 which can be initiated/terminated also in intermediate nodes along the RU-CU path (namely, we consider multihop grooming for fronthaul traffic, assuming an OTN-over-WDM network architecture), and (2) overlay, where each fronthaul flow is transported over a dedicated lightpath between the RU and the corresponding CU (i.e., we only allow single-hop grooming for the fronthaul traffic between an RU-CU pair).
According to the considered case, different latency contributions will have an impact on the maximum allowed fronthaul latency, which are detailed in the following:
• t RU and t CU : These two terms represent the switching and processing latency needed at the end points of the fronthaul transmission, i.e., the RU and the CU, for the accomplishment of the L1, L2, and L3 processing functions described in Section II.A.
• τ: This term represents the propagation delay and is related to the physical distance traversed by fronthaul traffic in optical fiber links, for which we assume 5 μs/km propagation speed.
• t sw : This contribution is due to whenever an electronic switch is used to perform optical/electronic/optical (OEO) signal conversion, e.g., to perform traffic grooming. As in [12] , we assume "low-latency" switches specifically tailored for fronthaul applications, providing 20 μs delay contribution per traversed switch.
To clarify the impact of grooming on fronthaul latency contribution, we show an illustrative example in Fig. 4 for the OTN and overlay cases, considering the transport of fronthaul flows originating from three different RUs, i.e., "RU A," "RU B," and "RU C." In the example, we focus on the latency contributions considered for the fronthaul traffic between "RU A" and the corresponding CU, i.e., "CU A," though similar observations can be drawn for the latency contributions for fronthaul flows originating from RUs B and C.
In the OTN case [see Fig. 4(a) ] grooming of fronthaul traffic is allowed, but every time a grooming node is traversed, a fixed latency contribution equal to t sw must be considered. For the example in Fig. 4(a) , we also show the overall set of latency contributions for fronthaul flow A (i.e., between "RU A" and "CU A") in the OTN case, corresponding to
As specified in [24] , a total round-trip latency budget of 3 ms is available between a CU and its corresponding RU, also including latency contributions at the RU and CU (i.e., t RU and t CU , respectively). In line with [12] , in this paper we assume that these two contributions are fixed, as they are purely technology-dependent and are not influenced by the CU placement and traffic grooming capability; therefore, we concentrate on the propagation (τ) and switching (t sw ) contributions. This leads to a maximum fronthaul latency of around 100 μs, as in [17, 25] .
In the example of Fig. 4(a) , two grooming nodes are traversed by fronthaul flow A, where fronthaul traffic 6 Note that, in the OTN case, we assume that fronthaul flows can also be groomed with backhaul traffic.
between "RU A" and "CU A" is groomed with fronthaul flows B and C in grooming nodes 1 and 2, respectively. 7 Moreover, three propagation latency contributions are required and accounted for the propagation over the physical routes connecting RU A and grooming node 1 (τ 1 ), grooming nodes 1 and 2 (τ 2 ), and grooming node 2 and the CU pool (τ 3 ).
In the overlay case [see Fig. 4(b) ], fronthaul traffic is not groomed, and each fronthaul flow between an RU and its corresponding CU is routed over a dedicated lightpath. Therefore, no switching latency is required in this case, and, with reference to the example in the figure, the overall latency in the overlay case corresponds to
Note that, in general, the propagation delay required in the overlay case is different from the sum of propagation delay contributions needed in the OTN case, mainly for two reasons: (1) in the OTN case, aiming at efficiently exploiting network capacity may lead fronthaul traffic to be transported over longer end-to-end routes between the RU and the CU, due to the presence of grooming nodes, which are not necessarily in the shortest physical path between the RU and the CU; (2) in the overlay case, using dedicated lightpaths for each fronthaul flow may lead to congestion of some network links; hence, direct lightpaths between RUs and CUs might be routed over longer routes compared with the shortest path.
IV. DYNAMIC CU PLACEMENT/HANDOVER PROBLEM

A. Problem Statement
The dynamic CU placement/handover (DCPH) problem in the WDM access-aggregation networks can be stated as follows. Given (1) a hierarchical multistage access-aggregation network topology, represented by a graph GN, E, where N is the set of nodes (including COs and CSs) and E is the set of optical fiber links, and (2) random dynamically generated backhaul traffic demands 8 originating from CSs and directed to the core CO 9 decide the placement/handover of CUs and the GRWA of backhaul and fronthaul traffic, minimizing the average number of active pools in the network, constrained by (i) the network link capacity (i.e., wavelength capacity and number of wavelengths per fiber) and (ii) the maximum fronthaul latency.
Note that, although only backhaul traffic demands are randomly generated and taken as input of the DCPH problem, in general, once a CU location is selected for the RU source of the backhaul demand, one fronthaul traffic demand also has to be routed from the RU to the CU together with the backhaul demand between the RU and the core CO. In this context, for a given backhaul demand originating from a CS c, two special cases may arise according to Note that the switching latency contribution shall be accounted for also in the case that fronthaul traffic is groomed with backhaul traffic only. 8 The term "demand" is used in this paper to identify how we model traffic generation. In other words, in our model, two or more demands can originate from the same RU, but they represent the variation of the overall mobile end-user traffic, which is aggregated at the CS. 9 Note that, in this paper, we only consider uplink traffic, though similar considerations can also be drawn for downlink or bidirectional traffic. the location selected for the CU; i.e., (1) in the case that the CU is co-located with the RU, only the backhaul demand needs to be routed, and (2) if the CU is located at the core CO, only the fronthaul demand is routed.
We define a node in the network (either a CS or a CO) as an active pool if it hosts at least one active CU, which can be associated with an RU in another node or to the co-located RU, in the case that the active pool is itself a CS. 10 As we assume a CU is always hosted at the core CO and is associated with a co-located RU, by definition, the core CO is one active pool.
Moreover, as we will explain in detail in Section V, upon the arrival of a new traffic demand, in this paper we reconsider the CU placement to find a better location for that CU also in the case that one or more ongoing demands exists toward that CU; i.e., we allow CU handover, which is a main novelty of this paper. Note that this requires the live migration of "stateful" virtual machines. Supported by the recent advances in network function virtualization (NFV), we speculate that such CU handover can be performed in the form of live virtual machine migration, in line with [26] .
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B. CU Placement
The main objective of the DCPH problem consists of minimizing the average number of active CU pools, weighted by the amount of time when each of them is actually serving a demand. This objective captures the benefits of resource sharing provided with the C-RAN approach; i.e., it gives a measure of the required OpEx. For example, assume two CUs are co-located in the same node (i.e., the same CU pool) for a given amount of time. In this case, the average number of active nodes is halved with respect to the case where the two CUs were located in two different locations for the same period of time, as two different nodes (i.e., two different CU pools, each hosting only one CU) would be activated. However, pursuing CU centralization (e.g., concentrating as many CUs as possible at the core CO) leads to a huge increase in network capacity requirements, as a high amount of fronthaul traffic is inserted in the network, thus possibly causing higher demand blocking.
As it is difficult to characterize a cost function capturing the combined impact of CU centralization and network capacity requirements, to compare different solutions of the DCPH problem for a new incoming traffic demand d, in this paper, we define a generic cost function, which takes into account the activation of a new pool (i.e., in a node without other active CUs) to host the CU for demand d and the establishment of new lightpaths to provision the demand, i.e.,
where X pools,d is a binary variable, equal to 1 if a new pool (i.e., a node hosting only the CU for demand d) is activated, whereas variable N lightpaths,d represents the number of new lightpaths established to accommodate demand d. The parameters c p and c l represent the cost, expressed in relative cost units, of one CU pool and one lightpath, respectively. As the relative values of these two parameters drive the trade-off between CU centralization and demand blocking, and, due to the fact that, in this paper our main focus is on the minimization of CU pools, we set c p ≫ c l (e.g., c p 100 · c l ) so as to privilege CU centralization.
V. CU PLACEMENT AND HANDOVER HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The objective of the DCPH problem is to minimize the average number of active pools in the network, while limiting demand blocking probability. To this end, the heuristic algorithm developed in this paper aims at maximum CU centralization and, if it is convenient to provide higher centralization, allows CU handover. For this reason, it is called maximum centralization with CU handover (MaxC-h). An incoming demand d is characterized by a series of parameters, i.e., (1) its source RU located at CS c d , (2) the required backhaul traffic b d , and (3) the demand duration t d . Upon arrival of demand d fc d , b d , t d g, the MaxC-h algorithm also takes as input the current network state, consisting of the set of all the deployed CUs along with their location, the installed lightpaths, and their residual capacity as well as the residual capacity in all the optical fiber links in the network. Then, the following main steps are executed, which are also detailed in Algorithm 1. Variables used in the procedure are summarized in Table I. (1) Identify optimal CU location. A list of candidate nodes is created to search for the optimal CU location for demand d; the different solutions, i.e., the candidate nodes in the list, are sorted considering their cost as in Eq. (3) (lines 1-8). Note that trivial solutions, i.e., locating the CU at the cell site or at the core CO, are also included in a list Z. (2) CU placement/handover. After computing the amount of required fronthaul traffic f d , which depends on the backhaul traffic b d (line 9), the list of candidate CU locations is scanned, starting from the first node in the list (lines 10-44). First, the algorithm checks if a CU is already present in the network for the RU at CS c d (line 12). If such a CU is present, and it is already located at the optimum location (i.e., the first node in list Z), the available capacity in the lightpaths already used between the RU and the CU (for fronthaul traffic) and between the CU and the core CO (for backhaul traffic) is decremented by f d and b d , respectively (lines 12-15). In such a case, a trivial GRWA is performed for demand d, and the corresponding bandwidth values (f d and b d ) will be deallocated from the lightpaths after t d . Note that, if the available capacity in one or more of these lightpaths is not sufficient to provision f d or b d , the demand is blocked, and the MaxC-h algorithm is considered for a subsequent demand (lines [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, if a CU is already present for the RU at CS c d , but its location does not coincide with the optimum location, CU handover needs to be performed, 10 Note that we assume COs also have a co-located CS; i.e., COs can also originate backhaul traffic demands directed to the core CO. 11 Note that in our numerical analysis, we do not explicitly simulate migration, as migration bandwidth for CU handover is negligible with respect to the amount of backhaul and fronthaul traffic.
i.e., a Boolean variable handover is set as TRUE (lines 20-22). In this case, the GRWA for demand d takes place, and it is performed similarly to the case where no CU is already present for the RU at CS c d . (3) GRWA. If a new CU is deployed or a CU handover is performed, the GRWA is performed. Note that, if CU handover takes place, besides the traffic for demand d, also the traffic of all the existing demands originating from the RU at CS c d must be considered at this step. This process, in general, involves the execution of GRWA for the fronthaul and backhaul traffic and is performed on a shortest-path basis, also considering the possibility of using the residual capacity of the existing lightpaths in the network, which are used to transport the traffic of other demands. To this end, we build an auxiliary layered-graph [27] , where each layer corresponds to a wavelength and replicates the physical topology of the network through a series of physical edges. Edges between two of the same nodes in different layers, namely, grooming edges, are also included to represent the nodes' grooming capability. Moreover, lightpath edges can also be present between two nodes in a given layer to represent an already established lightpath between the two nodes, and they are associated with the sequence of physical links constituting the lightpath. Set C d,n C d as the cost of locating the CU at node n; 7: end for 8: Sort nodes n ∈ N in ascending order of C d,n and insert them in a list Z; CU placement/handover and GRWA: 9: Set fronthaul traffic for demand d: f d F · b d ; 10: while Z is not empty do 11:
Consider the first node z ∈ Z; 12:
if c d already has a CU at node m then 13:
if m⩵z then 14:
Add Consider the first element g ∈ K as a candidate GRWA solution; 28:
if fronthaul latency budget is respected between c d and z 29:
AND for the other existing fronthaul flows affected by g then 30:
Backhaul GRWA: compute the shortest-path GRWA between z and the core CO using Dijkstra algorithm; 31:
if latency budget is respected for the existing fronthaul flows affected by the backhaul GRWA solution then 32:
Provision The first task of the GRWA step is to perform GRWA for fronthaul traffic, due to the fact that fronthaul has more stringent requirements in terms of latency and required network capacity. The k shortest (i.e., best-cost) paths between c d and the candidate CU node are calculated using a Yen algorithm, and these k GRWA solutions are inserted in a list K (lines [24] [25] . The main cost metric used in our algorithm is the hop count. However, to favor the utilization of the residual capacity in already provisioned lightpaths, costs are assigned to a given lightpath edge considering the number of physical links it traverses, divided by 2. 12 Moreover, to discourage unnecessary grooming, we assign to grooming edges a cost equal to 0.6. The value 0.6 allows us to break the tie if, when applying the Yen algorithm, equalcost paths are obtained between a short route where a new lightpath must be established and a longer route reusing existing lightpaths. Furthermore, note that, when fronthaul traffic for a new demand is routed, and there are already existing demands from the same CU, the different fronthaul flows can be transported along parallel lightpaths between the RU-CU pair. In general, these lightpaths can be routed along distinct physical paths; therefore, in the first version of the MaxC-h algorithm, we assume fronthaul traffic can be physically bifurcated. However, we also consider a variation of the MaxC-h algorithm, where fronthaul traffic bifurcation is not allowed. In the case that one or more additional lightpaths are needed between an RU-CU, which already exchange fronthaul for other existing demands, the new lightpaths must be routed along the same physical path of the existing ones, although they will use distinct wavelengths.
List K is then scanned starting from the first GRWA solution g ∈ K (lines 26-43). If the fronthaul latency budget is respected for d and for all the existing fronthaul flows possibly affected by g (lines [28] [29] , GRWA is performed also for the backhaul traffic of d (lines [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Note that performing traffic grooming for fronthaul and/or backhaul flows of d may affect existing fronthaul flows. Therefore, every time GRWA is performed for demand d, the fronthaul latency budget is checked not only for the current fronthaul demand but also for the other existing fronthaul flows, which may be affected due to the switching latency contribution t sw introduced when performing traffic grooming, as explained in Section III.
Moreover, if the GRWA solution g ∈ K cannot be used due to the violation of a latency constraint, the first solution is removed from list K, and the subsequent solution is analyzed (line 37-38). If no solution is found from list K, the current candidate CU location z is removed from list Z (lines 40-42), and the subsequent candidate CU location is analyzed, i.e., the process is repeated from line 11. If no solution is found for any of the candidate locations in Z, e.g., due to the lack of network capacity and/or the violation of the fronthaul latency constraint, the demand d is blocked (lines 45-47) . Conversely, if a solution is found for d, corresponding backhaul and fronthaul traffic are deprovisioned after t d and, if the used lightpaths are not used for any other demand, such lightpaths are torn down.
A. Alternative Versions of MaxC-h Algorithm
The MaxC-h algorithm described in Section V is a complex procedure that encompasses several optimization aspects, i.e., (1) fronthaul transport architecture, which has an impact on traffic grooming; (2) CU handover; and (3) traffic bifurcation. Therefore, to capture the impact of the various aspects, we developed different flavors of the MaxC-h algorithm, as summarized in Table II . In particular, compared with the MaxC-h algorithm, we also consider (1) the overlay MaxC-h, where traffic grooming is not allowed, as fronthaul traffic is transported over dedicated wavelengths between CU-RU pairs; (2) the T-constrained MaxC-h, where handover can be performed for a given CU only after T seconds from the previous handover performed for that CU 13 ; and (3) nonbifurcated MaxC-h, where all the lightpaths between an RU-CU pair are provisioned along the same physical path by using different wavelengths.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Case Study
To perform our numerical evaluation, we developed a C++ event-driven simulator, where we randomly generate the arrival of 55,000 demands originating from the RUs. Arrivals are generated according to a truncated Poisson distribution, which is used to capture the fact that CSs support limited backhaul traffic, and are uniformly distributed among RUs in the network.
14 Demand duration t d is assumed as exponentially distributed with mean μ 1 s.
We consider a 5G HetNet scenario, where 80 nodes, consisting of 50 macro CSs (MCs) and 30 COs also inserting As an example, a lightpath edge corresponding to a lightpath traversing five physical links costs 2.5. This constraint is adopted to limit the number of CU handover operations, which require signalling between source and target CUs and potential additional blocking, which is not considered in this paper. 14 Other choices for arrival distribution are possible, such as, e.g., "simple" Poisson or Bernoulli distributions [28] . However, note that, in Poisson there is no theoretical limit on the amount of traffic that can be generated by a single CS, which is not realistic, whereas in Bernoulli (that we already considered in [8] ), the probability of a new demand from a given CS is inversely proportional to the current traffic generated by that CS, which is again not in line with realistic mobile user behavior. mobile traffic, cover a square region of 200 km 2 and are interconnected via a four-stage topology, as shown in Fig. 5 . Each MC is interconnected via a lower-layer tree to 10 small cells (SCs), not shown in Fig. 5 for the sake of figure clarity, via optical fiber links at a maximum distance of 2 km. Each fiber supports eight wavelengths at 100 Gbit/s each, in line with [29] . This scenario follows the guidelines of a 5G urban mobile aggregation network, as identified in [30] . MCs are assumed as three-sectored sites with maximum backhaul traffic of 15 Gbit/s each, corresponding to an antenna configuration with 125 MHz spectrum, 256 QAM, and 8 × 8 MIMO. We consider the same configuration for SCs, though we assume single-sectored sites, thus requiring a maximum of 5 Gbit/s traffic.
Each demand d requires a fixed b d 300 Mbit∕s backhaul and, as we assume RAN split option II d as in [6] (i.e., an intermediate split between splits D and E in Fig. 3 ), the corresponding fronthaul traffic is f d 1.2 Gbit∕s (i.e., the bandwidth scaling factor is F ≃ 4), leading to a maximum fronthaul of 60 and 20 Gbit/s per MCs and SCs, respectively. The maximum tolerated latency for the considered RAN split is set to 100 μs. The choice of the RAN split is motivated by the fact that, among the eCPRI splits with fronthaul traffic proportional to backhaul, eCPRI split II d enables the highest degree of function centralization. Note that, considering an RAN split with backhaul-proportional fronthaul traffic allows us to evaluate the importance of traffic grooming when solving the DCPH problem.
Moreover, for the various flavors of the MaxC-h algorithm, we consider k 10 as the number of shortest-path GRWA solutions to be evaluated in Algorithm 1, as higher values of k do not provide relevant gains while negatively impacting complexity. For the T-constrained MaxC-h algorithm, we set T 0.5 s to impose that, on average, each demand undergoes at most one CU handover (note that the mean demand duration is 1 s).
The parameters used in the numerical evaluation are summarized in Table III. We evaluate the performance of the developed algorithms considering the following metrics: (1) average number of active pools, P av ; (2) average number of lightpaths, Λ av ; (3) average fronthaul latency, L av . Concerning metrics P av and Λ av , the contribution provided by each demand d is weighted by the fraction t d ∕D, where t d is the demand duration and D is the total simulated time.
B. Discussion
To validate the effectiveness of the MaxC-h algorithm, we first compare its performance with that of the adaptive algorithm in [8] , which, among the algorithms in [8] , is the one providing the lowest P av while maintaining low blocking probability. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the two algorithms in terms of average number of active pools. To better capture the performance difference of the two algorithms, we show the normalized P av ; i.e., we normalize the average number of active pools with respect to the number of provisioned demands by the two algorithms. For the same reason, in our analysis we show the results as a function of the backhaul served traffic B s , i.e., excluding the blocked backhaul demands.
As shown in Fig. 6 , MaxC-h always provides a lower number of active pools per demand, mainly due to the possibility of performing CU handover if it is convenient to improve CU consolidation. MaxC-h and adaptive have comparable performance in terms of normalized P av , only for lower served traffic, confirming that MaxC-h is able to better adapt to the dynamic changes of network traffic behavior. In other words, this demonstrates that the MaxCh algorithm is able not only to reduce the number of active pools but also support more user traffic, thanks to the opportunity of moving CUs and consequently reducing the amount of fronthaul traffic, which might lead to network congestion. As a matter of fact, for the considered arrival rates, no demands are blocked in the MaxC-h case. Conversely, the adaptive algorithm provides higher blocking, i.e., of the order of 20%, even for medium traffic (e.g., 20 Gbit/s per RU). 15 Now we provide in Fig. 7 the results for the different flavors of the MaxC-h algorithm, as described in Section V.A. This comparison allows us to quantify the impact of the various features of the MaxC-h algorithm on network performance.
Average Number of Active Pools: Figure 7(a) shows, for the four cases, the average number of active pools (P av ) as a function of the served backhaul traffic (B s ). Note that two benchmark CU placement solutions, i.e., fully distributed and fully centralized (not shown in the figures), corresponding to the case of CUs co-located with their RUs at all MCs and to the case with only one CU pool at the core CO, would produce a normalized P av of 80 and 1, respectively.
For lower values of B s , the average number of active pools approximates the lower bound of one pool for all the algorithms, i.e., only the pool at the core CO is sufficient for the whole set of RUs. The overlay algorithm is an exception to this, i.e., a few more pools are activated in this case, due to the fact that using dedicated wavelengths for fronthaul transport corresponds to a higher network capacity requirement and consequently to lower opportunities for CU consolidation. On the other hand, for increasing B s , the values of P av increase in all cases. As expected, the lowest P av is obtained, in general, for the MaxC-h case, which allows the highest flexibility in performing CU handover and GRWA of the backhaul and fronthaul traffic. On the other hand, when adopting the overlay fronthaul transport, the highest average number of active pools is obtained, due to the fact that using dedicated wavelengths for fronthaul transport leads to underutilization of network capacity. Indeed, to pursue CU consolidation, in the overlay case, direct lightpaths are typically deployed on longer physical routes between the RUs and higher stages of the accessaggregation network. Consequently, this quickly leads to network congestion, especially in higher hierarchical levels of the network (i.e., in links interconnecting the main COs and the core CO) and thus forces new CUs to be placed closer to the corresponding RUs, so as not to introduce further fronthaul traffic in the network. The difference between the two fronthaul transport solutions is more evident for increasing load, when the importance of traffic grooming is more relevant. As expected, also in the case of a nonbifurcated algorithm, P av is higher compared with MaxC-h, due to the fact that multiple demands originating from a given RU must be routed along the same physical route. This is not always possible, especially for increasing load; therefore, in order to be able to accommodate new demands, CUs are often placed at lower stages of the network or even co-located with the RUs. Moreover, considering the T-constrained algorithm, the number of active pools is comparable with the one in the MaxC-h case, except for very high traffic, when the limit of the number of CU handovers per RU plays a role.
It is worth noting that backhaul blocking probability (not shown as a figure) is kept below a satisfactory value of 1% for all values of B s , especially for the T-constrained and MaxC-h cases. However, due to the inefficient utilization of lightpath capacity, in the overlay case blocking probability is below the 1% threshold only for higher loads. Though counterintuitive, this behavior is motivated by the fact that the primary objective of the algorithms is to consolidate CUs, which is easier for lower loads. Instead, for higher loads, CUs are typically placed at lower network stages, leading to lower capacity requirements for fronthaul traffic transport.
Average Fronthaul Latency: The difference among the four algorithms in performing CU consolidation can be observed from another point of view in Fig. 7(b) , which shows the average latency between an RU and its corresponding CU pool, i.e., L av . In all cases, L av tends to decrease with increasing loads, due to the larger amount of fronthaul traffic inserted, which limits the opportunity for CU consolidation at the core CO or, in general, at nodes in higher layers of the network. As is evident from the figure, the lowest values of L av are obtained independently from B s , with the overlay algorithm, when distributed placement of CUs (i.e., closer to RUs) is necessary to face network congestion at higher stages of the network. Moreover, at lower loads, the other algorithms provide comparable values of L av , although, in the nonbifurcated case, latency is slightly higher, mainly due to the fact that lightpaths are typically routed over longer paths to maintain nonbifurcated traffic. Interestingly, at a certain value of B s (i.e., around 1000 Gbit/s), L av becomes lower for the nonbifurcated case, in comparison with T-constrained and MaxC-h algorithms, showing that the impact of traffic bifurcation on RU-CU latency is more relevant than the limit in the number of CU handovers.
Average Number of Lightpaths: Finally, Fig. 7(c) shows the average number of active lightpaths in the four cases. As expected, for increasing B s , Λ av increases for all four algorithms and saturates to a maximum value. However, the motivation for this increase is different in the various cases. Specifically, in the overlay case, grooming can be performed only for backhaul traffic, as dedicated lightpaths are provisioned for fronthaul transport between RUs and their CUs. Therefore, when less CU pools are activated [e.g., around five active pools for lower loads, as shown in Fig. 7(a) ], typically in medium-higher network stages (i.e., main COs or the core CO), grooming backhaul demands is less frequent. Then, as B s increases, there is more opportunity for backhaul traffic grooming, as CUs are placed in lower network stages. On the other hand, when fronthaul traffic grooming is allowed (i.e., in MaxC-h, nonbifurcated, and T-constrained cases), a higher number of shorter lightpaths are typically needed to efficiently exploit network capacity and obtain CU consolidation at higher network stages at the same time. This behavior is more evident for the T-constrained and especially for the MaxC-h cases, as the opportunity for traffic bifurcation provides higher flexibility in performing traffic grooming.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focused on the dynamic placement of CUs in optical access-aggregation networks, with the objective of minimizing the number of active CU pools. To this end, we defined the dynamic CU placement/handover (DCPH) problem in WDM access-aggregation networks and provided a latency-aware heuristic algorithm, namely, MaxC-h, for the CU placement/handover and GRWA of mobile traffic demands. We also evaluated how C-RAN performance is influenced by MaxC-h algorithm features, i.e., (i) CU handover, (ii) traffic grooming, and (iii) traffic bifurcation. We found that, especially for higher loads, fronthaul latency plays a critical role in reducing the number of active CU pools. Advanced sharing of baseband processing resources can be obtained if the C-RAN is capable of performing CU handover and, especially, if multihop grooming capabilities are enabled for fronthaul transport, e.g., by adopting an OTN-over-WDM network architecture. As a future work, we plan to extend our study also considering the three-layer separation of eNBs into RU, DU, and CU.
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